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CABLING SYSTEMS

SOLUTIONS FOR DATA CENTRES
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CABLING SYSTEMS

What is f-tube?

f-tube is the complete solution!
It’s a revolutionary cabling system.
A new, proven & simple way of installing fibre networks.

is for future
is for fibre management
is for flexibilty
is for fast expansion
is for f-Tube…
Cabling Systems - Solutions for Data Centres

is for future
How do you meet the ever expanding demands
placed upon your physical network? Simple, f-tube
offers a complete future proof solution. By simply installing
a tube network within your data centre not only can meet
your current demands but you also create an environment
where expansion, upgrades and replacements are effortless.

The installation of a tubing infrastructure will ensure the
network can accommodate any future demands placed
upon it.
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is for fibre management
How do you manage the huge connectivity
demands of a modern SAN environment?
Simple, f-tube offers a complete range of innovative
fibre management solutions that easily facilitate
the high connectivity demands of fibre growth
within your data centre.

is for fast expansion
How can you quickly expand your network with
minimum risk and disruption? Simple. F-tube by
its very nature allows you to rapidly deploy addition
connectivity without effecting the existing fibres as
they are accommodated within separate tubes
therefore negating any risk. Not only is it easy to add
new connectivity its also just as easy to remove
redundant fibres.

is for flexibilty
How can you ensure your network is flexible?
Simple, f-tube allows you to create and maintain
connective flexibility in an expending and
dynamic data centre environment.

is for f-tube
The solution for data centres…
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CABLING SYSTEMS

It’s the Complete Solution,
but how does f-tube work?

Ease of installation
The tube infrastructure is as simple to install as
any conventional cable network. The tube can be
installed on standard cable tray or cable basket,
this means you can adopt this solution to either
greenfield sites or when adding to an existing
infrastructure.

Point of presence
The presentation at the servers can be adapted
dependant on the density and layout, but by
deploying the f-tube solution you minimise
channel loss, reduce points of failure and maintain
the full flexibility of the solution.
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Pre–Terminated Solution
or Cabling the SAN switch
The Pre-terminated cables provides the high density
fibre count required whilst the management bay
situated directly below the switch offers complete
accessibility allowing you to load and re-load your
infrastructure with minimum disruption to the
existing network. This method of growth means
it’s much easier remove the old cabling, thus no
redundant fibres are left in place.

Modular by Design
The modular design allows you to quickly action
moves, adds and changes ensuring ease of access
to any connection and also helps you adopt a “Pay
as You Grow strategy”. The scalability of the
system means you can install additional frames
whilst maintaining complete flexibility allowing
you to connect any service to the SAN.

Central Patching Frame
The heart of the solution is the Central Patching Frame
(CPF). This solution has been designed to accommodate
high fibre counts with a dedicated area for routing
and managing patchcords. This makes the system both
effortless to work on and very serviceable.

The modular cassette system allows passive optical
devices such as: splitters, taps and filters to be
easily integrated into the system.
The CPF allows you to connect anything to
anything:
Server/equipment distribution
Panel design/management

The innovating high density design allows you to
replace multiple conventional racks with a single frame.
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f-tube in action!

Ease of accessibility
The solution is designed to maximise accessibility and
manageability, even when a blade or chassis is fully
populated. Consequently, the removal of an entire blade
is as quick and simple as the removal of a single
connector.

Modular by design
Each pre-terminated fibre can be installed or removed
independently to the rest of the network, reducing risk
and network disruption. This will minimise channel loss
and possible points of failure.

High density
The pre-terminated solution offers the quality and
durability of a factory terminated connection whilst the
compact design delivers unprecedented fibre density at
the network equipment location.
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Ease of accessibility
The Central Patching Frame design allows complete
access to all connections. A standard length patchcord
will connect any circuit to any circuit, making the
installation of addition connectivity effortless.

Modular by design
The Splice Cassette system offers a completely modular
solution. This makes changing fibre specifications or
adding additional connectivity as simple as sliding in a
cassette. These same cassettes will also accommodate
passive optical devices that can be slotted directly into
the frame.

High density
With complete fibre management the Central Patching
Frame can accommodate thousands of connections
within a single cabinet. The design of the CPF means
you only need to access the front of the cabinet creating
more location options whilst maintaining complete
scalability with both “back to back” and “side by side”
configurations available.
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